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Progressive Feature Enhancement
for Person Re-Identification

Yingji Zhong , Student Member, IEEE, Yaowei Wang , Member, IEEE, and Shiliang Zhang , Member, IEEE

Abstract— Most of person Re-Identification (ReID) works
extract features from the top CNN layer for person image
matching. The top CNN layer commonly corresponds to large
receptive fields, thus is not effective in depicting visual cues at
multiple scales, e.g., both global appearance and local details.
This work proposes a Progressive Feature Enhancement (PFE)
algorithm to spot and fuse multi-scale discriminative cues from
different CNN layers into a single feature vector. The basic
idea is to progressively learn complementary features with
a layer-specific supervision from deep to shallow layers. The
layer-specific supervision is inferred by the proposed Masked
Feature Augmentation (MFA) module. For each CNN layer, MFA
indicates cues that have been captured in its deeper layers.
MFA hence supervises each layer to depict additional visual cues
missed by its deeper layers. This framework effectively learns
multi-scale features without requiring extra part annotations or
dividing body parts. To further facilitate the layer-specific feature
generation, a Two-Stage Attention Module (TSAM) is proposed
to filter pixel-wise and channel-wise noises on intermediate
feature maps. Extensive experiments on four ReID datasets show
that our approach achieves competitive performance, e.g., with
ResNet50 backbone, it achieves rank1 accuracy of 95.1%, 88.2%,
79.1% and 71.6% on Market-1501, DukeMTMC-ReID, MSMT17
and CUHK03 Detected, respectively, outperforming many state-
of-the-art works.

Index Terms— Person re-identification, multi-scale feature
learning, layer-specific supervision.

I. INTRODUCTION

INSPIRED by the promising performance of deep models,
existing person Re-Identification (ReID) works commonly

extract the output of top layer in Convolutional Neural Net-
work (CNN) as the feature [1]–[6]. Being capable of modeling
complicated semantics and visual cues, features from top CNN
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Fig. 1. Illustration of activations in different CNN layers and effects of
TSAM module. (a) and (b) show input images and their activation maps of
the top CNN layer, which is not capable of depicting detailed cues highlighted
by red boxes. (c) and (d) are activation maps of a shallow layer without and
with the TSAM module. It is clear that, (d) filters noises in (c) and captures
discriminative cues highlighted by red boxes.

layer have substantially boosted the ReID performance on pub-
lic datasets. However, ReID still faces many challenges. For
example, it is difficult to distinguish visually similar persons,
which requires the feature to spot and depict multi-scale visual
cues on person images. As the CNN goes deeper, neurons at
the top CNN layer tend to correspond to larger receptive fields,
leading to degraded capability in depicting visual cues at small
scales. In Fig. 1 (b), spatial responses of the top CNN layer
are illustrated. It is clear that, some highlighted local regions
in Fig. 1 (a) are important for distinguishing those persons.
However, those regions are ignored by the top CNN layer.
Similar phenomenon is reported in a previous work [6], which
uses multi-branches to learn complementary features from the
top CNN layer.

To boost the person ReID performance, it is appealing to
generate visual representation discriminative for multi-scale
visual cues. Most of existing works [7]–[11] extract features
to enhance the discriminative power to visual details. Those
works mostly extract regional features from the top CNN
layer and require extra annotations or computations, e.g., pose
estimation, human parsing, part splitting, etc. Compared with
neurons at the top layer, neurons at shallow CNN layers
correspond to smaller receptive fields, hence could be more
suitable for depicting visual cues at smaller scales. This paper
is motivated to learn discriminative multi-scale features from
both deep and shallow CNN layers.

There are many straightforward ways to learn features
from different CNN layers. An intuitive one is directly
applying ReID losses on each intermediate layer for feature
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learning [12]. Features from different layers could be fused
as the final feature. Optimizing the person ReID loss requires
learning highly discriminative feature. As shown in our experi-
ments, it is hard to directly train shallow layers with ReID loss,
i.e., the loss values could remain almost unchanged during
the training. Moreover, applying the identical supervision on
different layers is not reasonable for complementary feature
learning. For instance, the same supervision might lead to
features depicting duplicate cues on the image, e.g., the same
local region or body part. Another possible solution is to
concatenate features from different layers and supervise the
fused feature with a uniform ReID loss [13]. As discussed in
Sec. III, this solution is also not optimal for complementary
feature learning, since different layers receive the identical
supervision.

To enforce different layers to learn complementary cues,
as well as facilitate the feature learning on shallower lay-
ers, we propose the Progressive Feature Enhancement (PFE)
algorithm. PFE trains each CNN layer with a layer-specific
supervision automatically inferred by a cascade network. This
layer-specific supervision enforces each layer to spot and learn
discriminative cues not captured by its deeper layers. In other
words, the feature from deep CNN layers can be enhanced
with complementary visual cues learned by shallow layers.
Compared with applying the identical supervision on each
layer, this PFE is more reasonable in that, 1) it incrementally
learns features from deep to shallow layers, which ensures the
complementarity of features at different layers, and 2) different
layers are trained by different supervisions, i.e., the top layers
are trained by the challenging ReID task, and the shallower
layers are trained by easier tasks to mine additional cues. PFE
applies easier feature learning supervision on shallower layers
to exploit meaningful cues at smaller scales.

One of the key components in PFE is inferring the layer-
specific supervision. PFE achieves this using a cascade net-
work structure based on the spatial activation map of each
layer. The activation map of the last layer can be first computed
with the ReID loss following existing training strategies. Then
its previous layer is supervised to learn additional cues missed
by this activation map. This intuition leads to the Masked
Feature Augmentation (MFA) module. To train a specific layer,
MFA first generates a mask by aggregating activation maps
of its deeper layers, then it trains this layer to depict visual
cues not covered by this mask. This strategy progressively
trains shallow layers to discover additional discriminative cues.
It also penalizes different layers to depict redundant visual
cues, thus enforces the feature complementarity.

Since MFA generates features from intermediate layers,
the quality of intermediate feature maps largely decides the
robustness of features. Feature maps in shallow layers are more
sensitive to noises and cluttered backgrounds due to their weak
discriminative power. For instance, Fig. 1 (c) shows that the
shallow layer captures a large proportion of noises. Recent
studies [4], [14] have validated the effectiveness of attention
module on ReID task. To facilitate the feature learning,
we propose to insert the Two-Stage Attention Module (TSAM)
into intermediate CNN layers. TSAM simultaneously filters
pixel-wise and channel-wise noises by generating two attention

masks in a sequential manner, resulting in more reliable
feature maps. PFE in Fig. 1 (d) shows the activation maps
of shallow CNN layers trained with MFA and TSAM. It is
clear that, the background noises are effectively depressed and
discriminative cues are highlighted.

With MFA and TSAM, PFE learns and fuses features from
each layer as the final feature. We illustrate the responses of
shallow CNN layers trained with PFE in Fig. 1 (d), where the
shallow layer learns additional discriminative details. Com-
pared with existing works on part feature learning [7]–[11],
this work does not explicitly divide body regions or require
extra annotations. Sec. V makes more comparisons between
PFE and other learning strategies mentioned above [12], [13].
Our final feature shows competitive performance. For example,
with ResNet50 backbone it achieves rank1 accuracy of 95.1%,
88.2%, 79.1% and 71.6% on Market-1501 [15], DukeMTMC-
ReID [16], MSMT17 [17] and CUHK03-Detected [18], respec-
tively, outperforming many recent works.

To the best of our knowledge, this is an original work con-
sidering the layer-specific training for ReID feature learning.
The proposed PFE framework achieves this with MFA and
TSAM, respectively. MFA infers layer-specific supervision to
train each CNN layer to spot and extract complementary visual
cues. TSAM enhances the quality of intermediate feature maps
to boost the robustness of features extracted at different scales.
The resulting PFE framework hence is more reasonable for
complementary feature learning than applying identical loss on
different layers or supervising the fused feature with a uniform
loss. Compared with part-feature learning methods [7]–[11]
which explicitly split body parts, the proposed method does
not require offline detectors like keypoint detector or human
parser, and performs better. This shows the advantages of
layer-specific training strategy.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Sec. II
reviews related works. Sec. III and Sec. IV present detailed
descriptions of our algorithms. Sec. V introduces our experi-
ments, followed by the conclusion in Sec. VI.

II. RELATED WORK

Learning discriminative and robust features is critical for
person ReID. Existing works on person ReID feature learning
can be briefly summarized into four categories. The following
part reviews related works of each category, respectively.

A. Global Feature Learning

Lots of works have been proposed to learn global fea-
tures for ReID [2], [3], [5], [13], [14], [19]–[24]. Some
recent works learn global feature by designing loss func-
tions. For instance, Zheng et al. [2] combine the verification
and classification loss for ReID model training. This train-
ing procedure tells whether two images are of the same
identity or not, thus improves the discriminative power of
feature. Hermans et al. [3] propose a hard negative min-
ing strategy for triplet selection. Based on the triplet loss,
Chen et al. [19] propose the quadruplet loss to further reduce
the intra-class variations and enlarge the inter-class variations.
Zhou et al. [24] design the omni-scale residual block and stack
it in the network for efficient ReID. Shen et al. [22] conduct
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Fig. 2. Illustration of losses that train intermediate layers for features learning. (a) supervises each layer with the independent loss. (b) concatenates features
from each layer into one feature and supervises it with one uniform loss. (c) supervises each layer with the cascade loss. (d) illustrates the proposed layer-
specific supervision implemented by MFA and cascade loss. Our experiments in Table III show that (d) achieves the best performance. L refers to the ReID
supervision like cross entropy loss.

a similarity-guided way based on graph message passing to
merge the information across images, which leads to a more
robust similarity score for ReID.

B. Part Feature Learning

Other works focus on learning part or regional features
[7]–[11], [25]. Most of works on regional feature learning
utilize offline detectors to locate body keypoints or regions.
PDC [7] and GLAD [8] utilize estimated keypoints to divide
the human body into several parts. To get body regions,
Kalayeh et al. [9] propose SPReID, which uses parsing mask
of different body parts to get regional features. The learned
feature performs good, but is dependent on the robustness of
the offline pose estimator like DeeperCut [26] or the parsing
mask trained in SPReID [9]. Another line of research does not
use the offline detector. Li et al. [25] coarsely split the input
image into several regions and apply STN [27] to automati-
cally learn features of body parts. Sun et al. [10], [28] propose
PCB to split the feature map into multiple stripes for part
feature learning. The heuristic splitting in [10], [25] assumes
that the input images are aligned. To alleviate the misalignment
issue, Fu et al. [11] apply pyramid pooling to obtain feature
stripes with different scales to improve the feature robustness.

C. Multi-Scale Learning for ReID

Multi-scale representation is capable of depicting visual
cues with different scales, thus is also important for ReID.
Most of existing ReID methods extract features from mul-
tiple layers as the multi-scale representation. Guo et al. [29]
compute the similarity score for each query-gallery pair by
comparing features from multiple CNN layers. MLFN [30]
augments the features of last layer by adding features from
previous layers. Some other works adopt similar strategies
like Manc [13] or DaRe [12]. Both DaRe and Mancs fuse
features from different layers as the final representation, Mancs
concatenates them while DaRe sums them up. DaRe applies
independent loss on different layers and also supervises the
sum of those features. Mancs supervises features from differ-
ent layers with a single uniform loss on their concatenated
feature. We illustrate the computations of independent loss
in Fig. 2 (a) and uniform loss in Fig. 2 (b), respectively.

D. Attention Learning

In recent works, attention learning has been adopted for
various visual task [20], [31]–[33]. For person ReID, some

works use attention to improve the discriminative power of
global feature. Tay et al. [5] apply an implicit attention
scheme supervised by attribute labels for body part learning.
Xu et al. [34] use pose supervision as an implicit attention
to address the issue of misalignment. Similar idea is applied
in [35], [36]. Li et al. [14] design a harmonious architecture,
which integrates spatial and channel attentions for robust
feature learning. Wang et al. [13] also propose an attention
module, which filters the spatial and channel noises for rep-
resentation learning. Hou et al. [4] propose the IANet, which
applies the non-local attention block [20] to boost the feature
robustness to pose and scale changes. The IANet achieves
promising performance with reasonably small computational
overheads.

Discussions: The proposed PFE aims at extracting multi-
scale representation by different CNN layers. Compared with
part feature learning methods [5], [7]–[11], [25], PFE does not
rely on part detector, e.g., keypoint detection or human parsers
to locate different regions. PFE also differs with previous
works which fuse features from intermediate layers. PFE
performs the layer-specific supervision implemented by MFA
as shown in Fig. 2(d). Most of existing ReID works [12], [13],
[29], [30] train different layers with supervision in Fig. 2(a)
and Fig. 2(b). MFA adaptively infers supervisions for different
layers, making PFE more effective to learn visual cues that are
well delineated by each CNN layer. PFE also applies the atten-
tion module TSAM for noise reduction. TSAM is designed
with clear motivation, i.e., preventing the discriminative local
details from being diluted during the attention computation.
TSAM differs with other works SENet [32] and Mancs [13]
in its structure. More detailed discussions will be presented in
Sec. IV-C.

DaRe and Mancs also learn multi-scale features from
intermediate CNN layers. The difference of PFE lies in its
layer-specific supervision as illustrated in Fig. 2(d), which
trains each layer to learn complementary cues. To the best
of our knowledge, this is an early person ReID work
using layer-specific supervision for multi-scale feature learn-
ing. Both MFA and Mancs use mask. Mancs computes
the mask by 1 × 1 convolution as attention. The mask in
MFA is computed according to activation values of feature
maps, e.g., highly activated values are set to 0, while oth-
ers are set to 1. Therefore, each mask in MFA is inter-
pretable, and could indicate cues captured by the current
layer.
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Fig. 3. Illustration of our Progressive Feature Enhancement (PFE) framework. PFE consists of a main branch and several side branches. Masked Feature
Augmentation (MFA) module is inserted into each side branch to infer layer-specific supervision for feature learning. Two-Stage Attention Module (TSAM)
is inserted into intermediate CNN layers to filter pixel-wise and channel-wise noises. GAP refers to Global Average Pooling. Details of MFA and TSAM are
illustrated in Fig. 4 and Fig. 6, respectively. Those highlight regions show visual cues captured by each layer. Complementary features with different scales
are learned across layers. Those features are fused as the final multi-scale feature representation.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Given a training set with N images and their identity
labels, the key of ReID lies in learning a robust feature F
covering discriminative visual cues of person images. Suppose
the discriminative visual cues of each person image can be
represented by a collection, i.e., V = {r1, . . . , rk}, where each
component ri might be located on image regions with distinct
scales, e.g., global person foreground, and local details like
shoes, or hats, etc. Our goal is to learn a feature representation
F to depict visual cues in V .

The scale of cues in V may vary dramatically, making
the top CNN layers not be able to depict all cues in V ,
as shown in Fig. 1 (b). We thus propose to enhance the top
layer feature with additional cues learned by shallow layers.
We conceptually decompose V into different subsets according
to the scale of their depicted cues, i.e.,

V =
⋃

s=1:S
V∗

s , (1)

where V∗
s denotes the visual cues with scale s, 1 ≤ s ≤ S,

and S denotes the largest scale, e.g., the global image. For
instance, V∗

1 refers to visual cues with the smallest scale and
V∗

S refers to visual cues at the largest scale.
As different layers in CNN correspond to different sizes

of receptive field, they are suitable to depict visual cues at
different scales. This property makes it reasonable to use
intermediate CNN layers to learn V∗

s . Specifically, we can
build a neural network with S convolutional blocks, where
the s-th block produces a side output Fs to depict V∗

s .
An intuitive way to train features on different layers is to

concatenate them as F and add a uniform loss on the fused
feature [13], i.e., with the architecture in Fig. 2 (b). This
strategy seems reasonable, but is not effective in ensuring
feature complementarity and fast convergence. Specifically,

the gradient w.r.t the Fs learned by layer s is

∂L(F)

∂ Fs
= ∂L(F)

∂ F
· ∂ F

∂ Fs
, (2)

where F = [F1, . . . , FS] and [·] denotes feature concate-
nation. For Fi and Fj with i �= j , they receive identical
gradients since ∂ F/∂ Fi = ∂ F/∂ Fj = 1. This means that
the training procedure does not differentiate different layers in
feature learning and trains different layers with the identical
supervision. Applying independent loss on different layers [12]
in Fig. 2 (a) also suffers from this issue.

A more reasonable training strategy is to treat V∗
s as the

layer-specific supervision for Fs learning. However V∗
s cannot

be acquired with Eq. (1), because it is hard to decompose
V into different subsets according to their scales. We pro-
pose to approximate the layer-specific supervision V∗

s with a
progressive feature enhancement strategy. We first train the
top CNN layer, e.g., the S-th layer, with the commonly used
person ReID loss to learn the feature FS . Suppose the FS

depicts visual cues VS ⊂ V , the shallower layers should be
trained to depict the rest of visual cues at smaller scales, i.e.,
V \ VS . With this intuition, we could infer the layer-specific
supervision from deep to shallow layers as

V̄s ≈ V \
⋃

l=s+1:S
Vl , (3)

where V̄s is the inferred layer-specific supervision for layer s,
Vl denotes visual cues learned by a deeper layer l, l > s.

Eq. (3) enforces each shallow layer to learn visual cues
missed by its deeper layers. It trains different layers with
different supervisions, thus ensures to learn complementary
features on different layers. According to Eq. (3), shallower
layers need to learn visual cues at smaller scales, making
their training task become easier. This matches their weaker
feature learning capability and makes the network training
convergence easier.
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With the layer-specific supervision, we could formulate our
training objective as

min
∑

s=1:S−1

Ls(Fs , V̄s) + LI D(FS, Y ), (4)

where Y denotes the groundtruth person ID label and LI D(·)
computes the ReID loss on the top CNN layer, i.e., the layer
S. Ls(·) computes the layer-specific feature loss between
feature Fs and its inferred supervision V̄s . Eq. (3) and Eq. (4)
lead to a cascade network structure to infer the layer-specific
supervision V̄s .

We finally concatenate the learned features from different
layers as the final feature F , i.e.,

F = [F1, . . . , FS ], (5)

where [·] denotes the feature concatenation.
The following part introduces our implementation of

Eq. (4), including the inference of layer-specific supervision
and our network architecture.

IV. PROPOSED METHODS

A. Progressive Feature Enhancement

We propose a Progressive Feature Enhancement (PFE)
architecture to implement the layer-specific training of Eq. (4).
As shown in Fig. 3, the PFE architecture is composed of
a main branch and several side branches, each of which is
learned with a layer-specific supervision. The main branch
learns the FS at the top layer. The other features Fs , s < S
are learned by side branches. TSAM and MFA are inserted
into main and side branches to facilitate feature learning,
respectively.

The feature FS from top layer is expected to be a discrim-
inative high-level feature corresponding to the largest CNN
receptive field. FS is learned by the top CNN layer of the
main branch in the person ReID task, i.e.,

LI D(FS , Y ) = CE(FC(FS), Y ) + Tri(FS), (6)

where CE(·) computes the cross entropy loss between pre-
dicted label distribution and groundtruth label Y , FC(·) is
the classifier implemented with the fully connected layer.
We omit softmax operation to simplify the presentation. Tri(·)
corresponds to the triplet loss trained with hard negative
mining [3]. Note that, we apply hard negative mining to select
triplets, and do not weight CE loss and triplet loss in Eq. (6).

PFE uses a cascade loss to incrementally learn FS−1 based
on FS , i.e., first predicts the person ID label using the fused
feature [FS−1, FS], then optimizes FS−1 by keeping FS fixed
to minimize the cross entropy loss. Specifically, to learn
Fs , s < S, we define the loss function at side branch s as,

Ls(Fs , V̄s) = CE(
FC([Fs, Fs+1, . . . , FS])

t
, Y ), (7)

where [·] denotes the feature concatenation. t is the tempera-
ture coefficient. Larger t leads to smoother classification scores
computed by softmax, which affects the classification loss
computation. More details of temperature factor can be found
in [37]. We train PFE from deep to shallow layers. During

training with Eq. (7), only Fs is updated and other features
from deeper layers are fixed.

Fs in Eq. (7) is calculated by the MFA which propagates
feature maps from deep layers to shallower layers to learn
complementary visual cues. Note that MFA is crucial to infer
the layer-specific supervision, since it explicitly supervises
each layer to learn features not captured by deeper layers.
Details of Fs computation in MFA will be given in Sec. IV-B.

To further enforce different layers to capture complementary
features, we apply a Region Overlap (RO) loss among different
layers. Learned visual cues by each layer could be reflected on
its activation map, e.g., the depicted cues would be highlighted
as activated regions. We compute RO loss to encourage
different layers to depict different regions. RO loss in PFE
is computed as,

Lro = |A1 ⊗ A2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ AS |1, (8)

where ⊗ denotes element-wise multiplication and | · |1 com-
putes the L-1 norm. It is upsampled to the same resolution with
A1. A recent work CAMA also computes a similar loss [6].
Differently, CAMA penalizes the overlapped regions of top
CNN layers, rather than intermediate layers.

The final training objective of PFE can be formulated as

L =
∑

s=1:S−1

Ls(Fs , V̄s) + LI D(FS, Y ) + wro · Lro, (9)

where wro refers to the weight of Lro. Training details and
the parameter choice will be tested in the Sec. V.

B. Masked Feature Augmentation

As shown in Fig. 3, Masked Feature Augmentation (MFA)
is inserted into side branches to infer the layer-specific super-
vision. Each side branch firstly applies a CONV1×1 to an
intermediate feature map in the main branch, then computes
features with MFA. For the s-th layer, the CONV1×1 generates
a feature map Ts ∈ R

Hs×Ws×C , where the channel number C is
consistent across different layers. To facilitate the computation
of Fs , MFA augments feature map Ts with feature maps
from its succeeding layers, i.e., Ts+1, . . . , TS . To ensure Fs is
complementary with other features, MFA removes visual cues
depicted by Fs+1, . . . , FS from Ts+1, . . . , TS , before prop-
agating them to the layer s. This section first introduces the
computation of Fs , then discusses the feature map propagation,
respectively.

1) Feature Generation: Fig. 4 illustrates the detailed struc-
ture of MFA on layer s. The red arrow refers to the feature
generation procedure. �s+1 denotes the feature propagated
from its succeeding layers. �s+1 is fused with Ts to generate
the augmented feature map T̂s , which is computed as,

T̂s = Ts ⊕ Upsample(�s+1), (10)

where ⊕ denotes element-wise addition. Upsample denotes the
resize operation

Based on T̂s , MFA generates Fs and concatenates it with
Fs+1, . . . , FS for training according to Eq. (7). Specifically,
we denote the generation of Fs as

Fs = GAP(CONV(T̂s)), (11)
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Fig. 4. Detailed structure of the Masked Feature Augmentation (MFA) block,
which infers the layer-specific supervision for feature at layer s. ⊗ refers to the
elementwise multiplication. The mask Ms is calculated by Eq. (12). We use
red arrow to denote the side feature generation, which generates Fs based on
T̂s . The black arrow denotes feature map propagation, which updates �s+1
as �s and propagates it to shallower layers.

where GAP denotes Global Average Pooling and CONV
refers to consecutive convolutions with kernel size of 3 and
1 respectively.

2) Feature Map Propagation: The black arrow in Fig. 4
illustrates the computation of feature map propagation. �s+1
is propagated from deeper layers. The MFA in the s-th layer
updates �s+1 as �s and propagates it to the preceding layer.
As shown in Fig. 4, �s is calculated by fusing �s+1 with
visual cues in Ts not depicted by Fs . MFA uses a binary
mask Ms ∈ R

Hs×Ws to record visual cues not depicted by Fs .
To compute the Ms , MFA first computes an activation map
As ∈ R

Hs×Ws by summing up normalized absolute values
across channels of Ts . Ms is hence computed based on As

according to a threshold thsh. On As , regions with activation
values larger than thsh are regarded as the captured cues and
are masked out in Ms . The computation of Ms can be denoted
as:

Ms [i, j ] =
{

0 if As[i, j ] ≥ thsh

1 else .
(12)

In the implementation, we select the top α% largest value
in As as the threshold thsh. α is a hyperparameter and will
be evaluated in Sec. V-C.4.

With Ts and Ms , the �s is updated as,

�s =
{

(Ts ⊗ Ms) ⊕ Upsample(�s+1) if s < S

Ts ⊗ Ms if s = S,
(13)

where Ts ⊗ Ms keeps cues not depicted by Fs in Ts . ⊕ refers
to elementwise addition, ⊗ is the elementwise multiplication.
As shown by Eq. (13), activated regions in Ts are used to
learn feature Fs and the others are fused in �s to facilitate
the feature learning in shallower layers.

Discussions: Our experiments show that, MFA substantially
boosts the feature performance. The mask M , as well as
the cascade loss in Eq. (7) effectively ensure the feature
complementarity among different layers. As shown in acti-
vation maps in Fig. 5, different layers focus on different
regions. MFA shares certain similarity with FPN [38], in that
they both sequentially combine two adjacent layers in a top-
down manner. However, they are different in both motivation

Fig. 5. Illustration of activation maps of four layers in our PFE. (a) is
the input image. (b)-(e) show activation maps of 2-5 layers. Combing those
features captures discriminative cues marked by the red bounding boxes in (a).

Fig. 6. Detailed structure of SEB, FAB, and TSAM in (a), (b), and (c),
respectively. TSAM concatenates FAB and SEB in a sequential manner. The
parameter r in SEB is set as 16, referring to existing works [32].

and implementation. 1) Different motivations: FPN is pro-
posed for object detection to enhance the robustness to scale
changes. MFA is proposed to extract features at different
scales, i.e., capture features with detailed cues at low layers,
and features with larger scales at top layers. Moreover, MFA
enforces different layers to extract complementary features.
2) Different implementations: MFA is inserted into PFE to
achieve the layer-specific supervision. MFA ensures the feature
complementarity among layers by feature map propagation,
which indicates each layer with those visual cues already
captured by deeper layers. Those components are not con-
sidered in FPN, which augments shallow feature maps with
deep ones and manually specifics the anchor size on different
layers.

C. Two-Stage Attention Module

We propose the Two-Stage Attention Module (TSAM) to
filter noises in feature maps. As shown in Fig. 6 (c), TSAM
composes of two blocks, i.e., Fully Attentional Block (FAB)
to compute the spatial-wise attention and Squeeze and Exci-
tation Block (SEB) to compute the channel-wise attention,
respectively.
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Our task focuses on learning multi-scale visual cues, where
both global and local visual cues could be important. The com-
monly used SEB attention module [32] computes a channel-
wise attention mask by applying GAP. GAP may ignore local
discriminative regions on feature maps, e.g., discriminative
small local regions could be diluted by other regions in GAP.
Therefore, solely applying SEB does not benefit the learning
of small-scale features. To remedy this, we further use the
FAB [13] to learn the pixel-wise attention. FAB re-weights
feature maps from both spatial and channel aspects, thus is
expected to filter spatial noises and highlight discriminative
local details. We thus apply the TSAM which concatenates
FAB and SEB in a sequential manner.

The structure of TSAM is shown in Fig. 6 (c). MFAB and
MSEB correspond to the attention masks from FAB and SEB
respectively. For an input feature map F ∈ R

H×W×C , FAB and
SEB infer the attention masks MFAB ∈ R

H×W×C and MSEB
∈ R

1×1×C respectively. The overall computation in TSAM can
be denoted as

F′ = MFAB(F) ⊗ F,

F′′ = MSEB(F′) ⊗ F′, (14)

where ⊗ denotes elementwise multiplication and MSEB
expands along spatial dimension before the multiplication. F′′
is the output of TSAM. Details of computation in SEB and
FAB are illustrated in Fig. 6 (a) and (b), respectively.

Discussions: SEB is a commonly used attention module for
feature learning [32]. However, the average pooling operation
in SEB could dilute local details, thus would degrade the
performance of our multi-scale features. To preserve mean-
ingful detailed visual cues, we insert FAB before SEB as a
preprocessing step. Note that, FAB is capable of re-weighting
feature responses spatially and is expected to highlight mean-
ingful local details. The effectiveness of TSAM is verified
in Table I, where TSAM outperforms SEB by 1.6% in rank-1
accuracy. Solely using FAB as the attention module could
be another choice. However, FAB computes a much larger
attention mask with the size of H × W × C , making it harder
to train than SEB as discussed in Sec. V-C.1. As shown
in Table I, FAB degrades the baseline rank-1 accuracy from
65.9% to 64.9%. Compared with FAB and SEB, TSAM
performs best, and outperforms the baseline rank-1 accuracy
by 2.3%. Therefore, using FAB as a preprocessing step, then
applying SEB is a more reasonable choice for our task.

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Dataset

We conduct experiments on four widely used person ReID
datasets, including Market1501 [15], DukeMTMC-ReID [16],
MSMT17 [17], and CUHK03 [18], respectively.

Market1501 [15] contains 32,668 images of 1,501 identities.
The dataset is divided into the training set with 12,936 images
of 751 identities and the test set with 19,732 images
of 750 identities. The dataset is captured by 6 cameras and
person images are detected with DPM detector [39].

DukeMTMC-ReID [16] contains 36,441 images and
is divided into the training set with 16,522 images

TABLE I

EFFECTS OF DIFFERENT ATTENTION MODULES TO FEATURE LEARN-
ING AT THE MAIN BRANCH AND SIDE BRANCHES, RESPECTIVELY.

“MAIN” DENOTES ONLY EXTRACTING FEATURES FROM THE

MAIN BRANCH. “MAIN+SIDE” EXTRACTS FEATURES FROM

BOTH MAIN AND SIDE BRANCHES. THE PERFORMANCE IS
REPORTED ON CUHK03

of 702 identities and the test set with 17,661 images of the
other 702 identities. Person images are captured by 8 cameras
and are manually detected.

MSMT17 [17] contains 126,441 images of 4,101 identities.
The images are captured from 15 cameras. The training set
composes of 32,621 images of 1,041 identities while the
rest make up the test set. Images are cropped with Faster-
RCNN [40] detector.

CUHK03 [18] contains 14,097 images of 1,467 identities
captured from 2 cameras. The dataset offers the hand-cropped
images as well as DPM-detected [39] images. The following
experiments use the DPM-detected dataset. We employ the
new protocol [21] for evaluation, i.e., 767 identities for training
and the rest 700 identities for testing.

B. Implementation Details

We employ ResNet50 [41] pre-trained on ImageNet [42] as
our backbone. The stride of conv5 block of ResNet50 is set
to 1. We generate features from the last 4 convolutional stages
in ResNet50. The first convolutional stage is not used for
feature learning. For MSMT17, we set temperature coefficients
in Eq. (7) to 5, 4, 3, respectively for the 2-4 layers. The
temperature coefficients are set to 10, 8, 6, respectively for
the other datasets. We unify the dimension of features learned
by intermediate layers to 512. BatchNorm is added after each
feature before the cross entropy loss. We set α in Eq. (12) to
0.05 when generating the mask. The weight of Region Overlap
loss wro is set to 0.001 during training.

We resize the input image to 384×192 and apply horizontal
flipping and random erasing [43] for data augmentation. Dur-
ing testing, image is resized to 384×192. Training of the whole
framework is divided into two stages. We train the main branch
supervised by Eq. (6) in stage I, using Adam [44] optimizer
with an initial learning rate of 3.5 × 10−4. The learning rate
is decayed by 0.1 at 40, 70 epochs respectively. Batch size is
set to 32, which contains 4 images from 8 persons selected
according to the hard negative mining [3]. Stage I lasts for
120 epochs. Stage II trains the side branch with supervision
in Eq. (7) while keeping the parameters in main branch fixed.
Stage II lasts for 80 epochs with an initial learning rate of
3.5 × 10−5 and decay by 0.1 at 30, 60 epochs respectively.
With fixed main branch, and the simple structure in each side
branch, i.e., three blocks of convolution, the training of Stage II
can be effectively finished.
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TABLE II

EFFECTIVENESS OF MFA AND ITS VARIANTS IN FEATURE LEARNING
FROM SIDE BRANCHES. “+SIDE” DIRECTLY LEARNS FEATURES FROM

SIDE BRANCHES USING EQ. (7) WITHOUT MFA. THE STRUCTURE

OF “FA” IS SIMILAR TO MFA IN FIG. 4, BUT REMOVES THE

MASK OPERATION

C. Ablation Study

This section verifies the validity of each component in
PFE, as well as tests the effects of different parameters.
Most of experiments are carried out on CUHK03 dataset with
ResNet50 backbone.

1) Effectiveness of TSAM: This experiment evaluates the
effectiveness of the TSAM attention module in feature
learning. Experimental results are shown in Table I, where
ResNet50 denotes the baseline trained with Eq. (6). It extracts
feature from the top layer for ReID.

This experiment first compares FAB, SEB and TSAM
in feature learning at the main branch. In Table I,
ResNet50+TSAM achieves 68.2% rank1 accuracy, outper-
forming the baseline by 2.3%. SEB and FAB achieve
rank1 accuracy of 66.6% and 64.9%, respectively, both are
lower than the one achieved by TSAM. FAB degrades the
baseline accuracy by 1.0%. To simplify the analysis on this
phenomenon, we neglect the reduction factor r of attention
module in Fig. 6. For an input with size of H × W × C , FAB
generates an attention mask of H ×W ×C by the convolution
kernel of C ×C ×1×1. SEB generates the mask of C ×1×1
by a fully connected layer of C × C . FAB thus needs to infer
a much larger attention mask by training the same number of
parameters. It is reasonable to infer that, FEB would be more
difficult to train than SEB. Table I shows that, TSAM achieves
the best performance.

This experiment proceeds to test the effects of TSAM
and SEB to feature learning at side branches. The side
feature learning is achieved by MFA. Table I shows that,
ResNet50+TSAM+MFA outperforms ResNet50+SEB+MFA
by 2.7%. This performance gain is mainly due to the
introduced FAB in TSAM. We thus could conclude that,
TSAM is more effective than SEB in feature learning at side
branches. It is also interesting to observe that, MFA boosts the
rank1 accuracy of ResNet50+SEB and ResNet50+TSAM by
1.9% and 3.0%, respectively. Therefore, working with TSAM,
MFA brings more substantial performance gains.

2) Effectiveness of MFA: MFA learns features from side
branches. This experiment further tests MFA and its vari-
ants in feature learning from side branches. Table II sum-
marizes the results. To test the performance of MFA, Lro

is not applied in this experiment. As shown in Table II,
the baseline strategy “+side” achieves substantially lower
accuracy than ResNet50+TSAM. This indicates that, it is
difficult to learn discriminative features directly from inter-
mediate feature maps. ResNet50+TSAM+MFA outperforms

TABLE III

PERFORMANCE OF LAYER-SPECIFIC SUPERVISION FOR FEATURE LEARN-
ING AT SIDE BRANCHES. “BASELINE” DENOTES BASELINE LOSS

ILLUSTRATED IN FIG. 2 (A)-(C). “L-SPECIFIC” DENOTES LAYER-
SPECIFIC SUPERVISION COMBINING MFA WITH THOSE

LOSSES. WE APPLY FIG. 2 (D) AS OUR FINAL MODEL.
PERFORMANCE IS REPORTED ON CUHK03

ResNet50+TSAM by 3.0% in rank1 accuracy. This indicates
that, MFA learns discriminative features from side branches.

Discussions: Table II further evaluates the performance of
FA, which has similar structure with MFA, but does not apply
the mask M , i.e., FA removes the mask operation in Fig. 4.
This turns the feature propagation of Eq. (13) to: �s =
T̂s+1 + . . . + T̂S . In other words, FA indicates current layer
s of the captured cues in deeper layers with high activation
values in the �s , while MFA indicates those cues by setting
them to 0. In both MFA and FA, each layer computes different
�s , making each Ts receives different gradients for feature
learning. Therefore, MFA and FA share similar mechanism and
identical goal of inferring the layer-specific supervision. The
results show that MFA and FA perform similarly. Applying the
mask in MFA is beneficial in reducing the feature redundancy
across layers and makes MFA consistently outperform FA.
We thus apply MFA in the PFE framework.

3) Validity of Layer-Specific Supervision: Our layer-specific
supervision is computed by Fig. 2 (d), i.e., combining MFA
with the cascade loss in Fig. 2 (c). To validate the layer-
specific supervision, we further test it with other losses, i.e.,
the independent loss and uniform loss in Fig. 2 (a) and (b),
respectively. The performance of independent loss, uniform
loss, cascade loss, as well as their performance after combining
with MFA are summarized in Table III. Lro is not applied in
this experiment.

Table III shows that, the cascade loss slightly outperforms
the other two losses. However, all of them perform worse than
the ResNet50+TSAM in Table I, which only extracts features
from the main branch. This indicates that, it is difficult to
learn discriminative features from shallow layers, if they are
not augmented with features from deeper layers. It is also
clear that, our layer-specific supervision substantially boosts
the performance of those losses. For instance, the layer-specific
supervision boosts the rank-1 accuracy of the uniform loss and
cascade loss by 5.6% and 6.6%, respectively, and outperforms
the ResNet50+TSAM. It indicates that, layer-specific super-
vision learns complementary cues at side branches.

The above experiments demonstrate the validity of our
layer-specific supervision, as well as the importance of MFA,
which consistently brings performance improvements for dif-
ferent losses. The results also show that, combined with
cascade loss, the layer-specific supervision achieves the best
performance. We hence adopt the Cascade Loss+MFA, i.e.,
the structure in Fig. 2 (d), as our final model.
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TABLE IV

PERFORMANCE OF PFE WITH OTHER BACKBONES ON Market1501, DukeMTMC, MSMT17 AND CUHK03. ON EACH DATASET,
BOTH THE BASELINE AND PFE ARE EVALUATED. “+TSAM+MFA” DENOTES OUR PFE METHOD

Fig. 7. Effects of α in Eq. (12) in (a), and effects of Region Overlap loss
weight wro in Eq. (9) in (b).

Fig. 8. (a) shows performance of features from different layers. (b) shows
performance of different concatenated features. [·] represents feature concate-
nation. We extract F2, F3, F4 with side branches on the 2-4 convolutional
blocks in ResNet50. F5 is extracted from the final convolution layer.

4) Effects of Parameter α and wro: Our framework involves
two parameters in Sec. IV, i.e., α and wro respectively. α
controls the size of suppressed regions in the mask M . wro is
the weight of Region Overlap loss Lro. We show their effects
to the ReID performance in Fig. 7.

According to Eq. (12), more regions in the mask M would
be depressed as α becomes larger. Therefore, α controls the
amount of feature propagation in MFA. After setting a larger
α, less visual cues will be propagated from deep to shallow
layers. Fig. 7 (a) shows that, larger α is necessary to ensure
better performance. However, too large α decreases prorogated
meaningful cues, thus is harmful to the performance. As shown
in Fig. 7 (a), setting α as 0.05 achieves a reasonably good
performance. By default, we set α as 0.05.

To study the influence of wro, we set wro to different values
and summarize the results in Fig. 7(b). Fig. 7(b) shows that
wro > 0 boosts the performance. However, the performance is
dropped if wro is too large. This might be because, too large
wro degrades the weights of the other two losses in Eq. (9),
which are computed in supervised training. We thus set wro

to 0.001, which achieves the best performance in Fig. 7(b).

TABLE V

COMPARISON OF COMPUTATION AND MEMORY OVERHEADS. † DENOTES

USING DEPTH-WISE SEPARABLE CONVOLUTIONS [47]

5) Performance of Features From Different Layers: PFE
produces multiple features from the top layer and intermediate
layers, respectively. This experiment shows the performance of
each feature in Fig. 8 (a). Fig. 8 (a) demonstrates that, features
of deeper CNN layer are more discriminative than those from
shallower layers. Fig. 8 (b) further shows the performance of
different concatenated features. It is clear that, the performance
of F5 is consistently boosted, as it concatenates with more
features from shallow layers. This consistent performance gain
shows that features from different layers are complementary
with each other. It also indicates the validity of our Progressive
Feature Enhancement (PFE) framework.

6) Performance With Other Backbones: Our PFE frame-
work is compatible with different backbones. We thus test it on
more datasets with stronger backbones [41], [45], [46]. Exper-
imental results on four datasets are summarized in Table IV.
In the table, PFE consistently outperforms different baselines
on four datasets. The results show that, the PFE works well
with different backbones on different datasets. On MSMT17,
based on DenseNet169, PFE outperforms the baseline by
4.5% and 3.3% in mAP and rank1 accuracy, respectively.
On CUHK03, based on ResNext101, PFE outperforms the
baseline by larger margins, i.e., by 7.2% and 7.6% in mAP
and rank1 accuracy, respectively.

The above experiments show that our proposed methods
are generalizable to different backbones. Although strong
backbones could learn discriminative features at their last
layers, our PFE still boosts their features. It is also interesting
to observe that, on challenging dataset like MSMT17 and
CUHK03, our method achieves more substantial performance
gains. This might be because our PFE learns multi-scale
features, thus is more effective in differentiating visually
similar persons on MSMT17 and CUHK03.

7) Parameter and Computation Overhead: Our PFE intro-
duces extra side branches and TSAM in the backbone.
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TABLE VI

COMPARISON WITH RECENT WORKS ON Market1501, DukeMTMC, MSMT17 AND CUHK03

The parameter and computation overheads in PFE are mainly
caused by the 3 × 3 convolutions on side branches. To apply
our methods in computation cost sensitive scenarios, we can
replace the 3 × 3 convolution with the 3 × 3 depth-wise sep-
arable convolution [47]. We analyze the parameter and com-
putation overheads using separable convolutions in Table V.

As shown in Table V, the TSAM and MFA† bring mar-
ginal parameter and computation overheads to the ResNet50
backbone. TSAM and MFA† only introduce 6% and 2.5%
additional parameters, respectively. PFE also has the similar
computation complexity with the backbone, i.e., 9.9 GFLOPS
vs. 9.1 GFLOPS. Table V also compares with a popular
method PCB [10], which extracts part features. The result
shows that, PFE exhibits marginal computation and model size
overheads over PCB, i.e., 9.9 GFLOPS vs. 9.1 GFLOPs and
25.5 M vs. 24.0 M parameters. With similar mode size and
computation cost, PFE outperforms PCB by 8.7% and 5.7%
in mAP and rank1 accuracy, respectively.

D. Comparison With Recent Works

1) Comparison on Market1501 and DukeMTMC: We com-
pare our methods with recent works on Market1501 and
DukeMTMC. As shown in Table VI, our method achieves
competitive performance. In Table VI, methods like PDC [7],
GLAD [8], PCB [10], HPM [11] learn features from local
regions. Compared with those methods, PFE does not need
to detect body parts or split regions, and achieves better
performance, e.g., PFE outperforms the recent HPM [11] by
1.6% in rank1 accuracy on DukeMTMC.

Some other methods like DaRe [12] and Mancs [13] also
utilize features from intermediate layers. Compared with those
methods, our method achieves better performance, e.g., PFE
outperforms Mancs by 2.0% in rank1 accuracy on Market1501.
HA-CNN [14], IANet [4] and AANet [5] apply attention
modules to learn better features. Our method also outperforms
those methods, e.g., outperforming AANet [5] by 3.3% in
mAP on DukeMTMC.

2) Comparison on MSMT17 and CUHK03: Table VI also
shows the comparison on MSMT17 and CUHK03 respectively.
Those two datasets are more challenging compared with
Market1501 and DukeMTMC. MSMT17 is a newly released
dataset. The protocol we apply for the evaluation on CUHK03
is also new [21]. Therefore, a limited number of works have
reported performance on them.

The comparison shows that, our PFE shows substan-
tial advantage on MSMT17 and CUHK03. For example,
on MSMT17, PFE outperforms the recent DG-Net [49] by
1.9% in rank1 accuracy. On CUHK03, PFE outperforms
DG-Net [49] by 7.0% and 6.0% in mAP and rank1 accuracy,
respectively. On CUHK03, our method also outperforms the
recent CAMA [6] by 5.0% in rank1 accuracy. Compared
with DaRe which also utilizes intermediate layer features,
PFE outperforms it by 8.3% in rank1 accuracy on CUHK03,
showing the superiority of our layer-specific training and the
MFA.

The above experiments shows the promising performance
of PFE. Table VI also shows the performance of PFE
achieved with other backbones. It can be observed that,
PFE achieves further performance gains with stronger back-
bones. For instance, PFE achieves rank1 accuracy of 74% on
CUHK03 with ResNext101 backbone.

Discussions: The above experiments show that PFE
achieves competitive performance on multiple datasets. This
shows the validity of its cascade feature learning strategy as
well as the importance of learning multi-scale features for
ReID. In ReID task, detailed local cues like backpacks provide
discriminative cues to differentiate visually similar persons.
As shown in Fig. 5, those cues could be missed by the top
layer, but can be effectively depicted by shallow layers in
PFE. Therefore, fusing multi-scale cues effectively boosts the
feature discriminative power. It is also interesting to observe
that, PFE shows more substantial advantages on CUHK03 than
on other datasets. This could be because images on CUHK03
present more discriminative detailed cues, e.g., shoes, hand-
bag, backpack, upper clothes, etc., which are beneficial for
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Fig. 9. Examples of person ReID results on DukeMTMC and MSMT17.
Top-5 retrieved images for each query are shown. For each example, the first
and second row show the result our PFE and baseline, respectively. True
positive is annotated with green dot.

PFE in learning multi-scale features. Some retrieval results
are shown in Fig. 9. For each query, top-5 retrieved images
are shown. The results show that, PFE is more effective in
differentiating visually similar persons.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a Progressive Feature Enhance-
ment (PFE) framework to learn complementary features from
different CNN layers for person ReID. PFE progressively
learns features with a layer-specific supervision from deep
to shallow layers. The layer-specific supervision is automat-
ically inferred based on spatial activations in feature maps.
The Masked Feature Augmentation (MFA) module is pro-
posed to propagate features from deep to shallow layers to
facilitate the feature learning at side branches. To further
facilitate the layer-specific feature generation, a Two-Stage
Attention Module (TSAM) is proposed to filter pixel-wise and
channel-wise noises on intermediate feature maps. Extensive
experiments on four ReID datasets show that our approach
achieves competitive performance. Experiments also show
that, our method works well with different backbones. With the
ResNet50 backbone, PFE achieves rank1 accuracy of 95.1%,
88.2%, 79.1% and 71.6% on Market-1501, DukeMTMC-ReID,
MSMT17 and CUHK03 Detected, respectively, outperforming
many recent works. PFE gets further performance gains with
stronger backbones. For instance, with ResNext101, it achieves
rank1 accuracy of 74% on CUHK03 Detected.
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